
Practice Plan

I Age Group: __ U 6 _
WEEK #1

Theme: DRIBBLING -----------------------

Activity Diagram
1Sf Activity (warm-up) Greetings Gamel Moves

00 0
All the players dribble around randomly inside a rectangle (players 0
should use outside/lace to dribble). The coach calls out various types
of greetings, which each players then has to carry out with others: 00
shake hands, high fives (one hand), high fives (other hand), shoulder to 0 0

0shoulder, back to back, etc. 0Move of the Day: Pull - Back

2nd Activity Red Light, Green Light

All the players start on a designated line with the coach about 15 yards
away. With his back to the players the coach yells green light and the

• Coachplayers try to dribble to the coach. When the coach yells red light he
waits a moment and then turns his back to face the players. Anyone
who is not stopped moving has to go back to where the person farthest
away from the coach is.
Progressions: The coach can move around to make the game more 0 0 0 0 0 0
challenging.
3ra Activity Ouch!

Each player has a ball. The coach jogs around in a rectangle and the 00
0

0
players try to kick their ball so that it hits the coach. The players get a •point each time they hit the coach. The coach should yell "ouch" each

00 •time they are hit to make the game more exciting. 0 00Progressions: The coach can stop for three seconds or vary how fast
they are moving depending on the level of the players. Specify how 0
the players must strike the ball (laces, one foot, other foot)
4 tn Activity Crab in the middle C

O-----.O~The game takes place in a rectangle; all the players start off on one side b------.
of the rectangle and try to get to the other side with a soccer ball. Two

0players who are crabs must crawl and try to tag the other players as •they try to get to the other line. When a player is tagged or the ball is
taken they become a crab as well. Play until only two children are left. o •Those children become the crabs for the next game.
Progressions: Make them use moves to go around Crabs. 0 ~

5th Activity (the game) Number Game

~'~Two teams of equal numbers stand at either end of a 25 x 18 yard field 0
of play. Give each player a number. Coach sends in a ball and calls I~out a number and that number from each end goes onto the field and cI

~

plays Ivl .
Progressions: Change numbers after a while so they play against

0
0

different players. Call multiple numbers from each side so there are a
~couple of Iv 1 games bappening at the same time or they can playa 2v2 0or 3v3. -

Scrimmage 2v2 or 3v3
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Practice Plan

Age Group: __ U 6 _
WEEK #2

Theme: DRIBBLING! CHANGING DIRECTIONS

C IVI la2ram
1st Activity (warm-up) Hunters & Rabbits / Moves 0. 0. 0.
All the players run around in a rectangle at random. The coach with a O. 0.
soccer ball starts as a hunter. The hunter tries to tag rabbits with the LO 0.
soccer ball (knee high to avoid injuries). When rabbits are tagged they 0.
become a hunter and help tag other rabbits 0.

0.Move of the Day: Step-over

2nd Activity Dog and Master
U

Each player (master) dribbles with a ball (dog). The coach calls our 0.
various commands: Keep him on a short leash (dribble keeping the ball 0.
close), the dog runs away and then is caught by his master (kick ball • 0.
and run after it, catching it before it stops rolling), run with the dog, 0.
walkers swap dogs, etc. 0.

0. 0.
0.

Progressions: Introduce tall cones as trees that the masters have to keep
their dogs away from or an evil dog catcher that kicks dogs out of the
game. The players have to see a park ranger before coming back in.
challenging.
3 ro Activity Goal Chase • 0.
The coach sets up several small goals or gates (two cones a yard apart) • 0.
inside a larger area. There should be at least one or two more gates • 0. • •than there are players. Have the players start running around; on the •coaches signal the players try to run through as many gates as possible, • 0. •keeping track of how many. Play for 30 seconds at a time. • 0. • • •Progressions: Do the Pull back and/or step over when get to the Goals.

4th Activity Crab in the middle C <>::The game takes place in a rectangle; all the players start off on one side b------.
of the rectangle and try to get to the other side with a soccer ball. Two

~ •.players who are crabs must crawl and try to tag the other players as
they try to get to the other line. When a player is tagged or the ball is
taken they become a crab as welL Play until only two children are left. o •Those children become the crabs for the next game.
Progressions: Make them use moves to go around Crabs.

a. •
5th Activity (the game) Number Game 0 <,Two teams of equal numbers stand at either end of a 25 x 18 yard field 0. 0
of play. Give each player a number. Coach sends in a ball and calls cJ I~out a number and that number from each end goes onto the field and <.plays Ivl.
Progressions: Change numbers after a while so they play against 0. 0
different players. Call multiple numbers from each side so there are a

~couple of 1v l games happening at the same time or they can playa 2v2 0or 3v3. •

A ti ity n°

Scrimmage 2v2 or 3v3



Practice Plan

I Age Group: __ U 6 _
WEEK #3

Theme: PASSING ----------------

Activity Diagram
1st Activity (warm-up) Hunters and Rabbits/ Moves o 0 0
All the players run around in a rectangle at random. The coach with a ol. 0
soccer ball starts as a hunter. The hunter tries to tag rabbits with the LO 0soccer ball (knee high to avoid injuries). When rabbits are tagged they 0
become a hunter and help tag other rabbits 0

0Move of the Day: L Move

2Dd Activity Bingo

1 ;; 0 c-;
A number oftaJl cones are distributed throughout the field. Coaches
are replacers. Each player has a ball. The players dribble around and • •try to knock down as many cones as they can, yelling "bingo" as they •do so (players must use the inside of their foot). The coaches stand the • • \cones back up immediately. Who can get the most bingos? • O~Progressions: Must be three yards away to knock a cone over.

3rd Activity Torpedo
~Have the players form two teams and face each other. Everyone on o j~O

one of the teams needs a ball. Two coaches should pass the ball o f 0
between the two teams. The players with the balls try to pass their ball

0 0(torpedo) to hit the ball the coaches are passing. If the player misses
the person standing across from them collects the ball and tries to hit 0 0
the coaches ball on the next pass.

~Progressions: Kick with the laces, kick using a specific foot.
4th Activity Goal Chase/ Passing 0 ~\.The coach sets up several small goals or gates (two cones a yard apart)

~ ..\ .inside a larger area. Two players one ball. Have the players start • ·0dribbling around; on the coaches signal the players try to make as 0
much passes through as many gates as possible, keeping track of how • 0 •many. Play for 30 seconds at a time .. • • • •
5th Activity (the game) Number Game 0

~
Two teams of equal numbers stand at either end of a 25 x 18 yard field 0

0
of play. Give each player a number. Coach sends in a ball and calls

cJI I~out a number and that number from each end goes onto the field and

~

plays tvi.
Progressions: Change numbers after a while so they play against

0
0

different players. Call multiple numbers from each side so there are a hDcouple of 1v I games bappening at the same time or tbey can playa 2v2 0or 3v3. -
Scrimmage 2v2 or 3v3



Practice Plan

Age Group: __ V 6 _ PASSING / RECEIVING _
WEEK #4

Activity Diagram
1st Activity (warm-up) Hunters and Rabbits/ Moves o 0 0
AU the players run around in a rectangle at random. The coach with a O. 0
soccer ball starts as a hunter. The hunter tries to tag rabbits with the La 0soccer ball (knee high to avoid injuries). When rabbits are tagged they 0
become a hunter and help tag other rabbits 0

0Move of the Day: Wave

2ua Activity Bingo

1 d 0 A~A number of tall cones are distributed throughout the field. Coaches
are replacers. Each player has a ball. The players dribble around and • Atry to knock down as many cones as they can, yelling "bingo" as they A
do so (players must use the inside of their foot). The coaches stand the

A A a~cones back up immediately. Who can get the most bingos? • O~Progressions: Must be three yards away to knock a cone over.

3rd Activity Torpedo
~Have the players form two teams and face each other. Everyone on o j~O

one of the teams needs a ball. Two coaches should pass the ball o ! 0
between the two teams. The players with the balls try to pass their ball

0 0(torpedo) to hit the ball the coaches are passing. If the player misses
the person standing across from them collects the ball and tries to hit 0 0
the coaches ball on the next pass.

~Progressions: Kick with the laces, kick using a specific foot.
4th Activity Goal Chase/ Passing :\ ~\.The coach sets up several small goals or gates (two cones a yard apart) ~.inside a larger area. Two players one ball. Have the players start • • ·0
dribbling around; on the coaches signal the players try to make as 0
much passes through as many gates as possible, keeping track of how • 0 •many. Players should focus in receiving (Inside or bottom of their foot) • • • •before going to next goal. Play for 30 seconds at a time.

5tn Activity (the game) Number Game 0

~
Two teams of equal numbers stand at either end of a 2S x 18 yard field 0

0
of play. Give each player a number. Coach sends in a ball and calls ci I~out a number and that number from each end goes onto the field and

~

plays Ivl.
Progressions: Change numbers after a while so they play against 0
different players. Call multiple numbers from each side so there are a 0

~couple of 1vI games happening at the same time or they can playa 2v2 0or 3v3. -
Scrimmage 2v2 or 3v3



Practice Plan

[ Age Group: __ U 6 _
WEEK #5

Theme: SHOOTING

C IVl iagram
1st Activity (warm-up) Moves o 0 0
All the players run around in a rectangle at random. The coach tries to O. 0
get the ball from players. Players must use moves that they were LO 0thought. lfplayers try to use the move the coach ask they are free and 0
coach cannot take their soccer balls. 0

0Move of the Day: Scissors

2nd Activity Ouch!

° u\ u"- °Each player has a ball. The coach jog around in a rectangle and the
players try to kick their baJI so that it hits the coach. The players get a .0 •point each time they hit the coach. The coach should yell "ouch" each
time they are hit to make the game more exciting. o t bO \Progressions: The coach can stop for three seconds or vary how fast
they are moving depending on the level ofthe players. Specify how 0
the players must strike the ball (laces, one foot, other foot)
3fd Activity Crab in the middle/ Shooting C 0 •
The game takes place in a rectangle (WITH GOALS AT THE END);

I
C:r--~ O-----.O~

Iall the players start off on one side of the rectangle and try to get to the -:other side with a soccer ball and shoot in goal. Two players who are •crabs must crawl and try to defend the other players as they try to get •to score. o •
Progressions: Make them use certain moves to go around Crabs.

4 tn Activity Fast break Attackl Shooting

The game takes place in a rectangle (WITH GOALS AT THE END);

I
.~ -ILliJ

Players line up by the goals on both sides off the field. On coaches
signal player will dribble and shoot as fast can. First player to score •gets an extra point. Coaches should give signal every time they go.

( X X XProgressions: You can use to Crabs (Defenders) to make players use
moves.

s"Activity (the game) Number Game

~'~Two teams of equal numbers stand at either end of a 25 x 18 yard field
0

of play. Give each player a number. Coach sends in a ball and calls I~out a number and that number from each end goes onto the field and cJ
~

plays Ivl ,
Progressions: Change numbers after a while so they play against

0
0

different players. Call multiple numbers from each side so there are a --D
couple of 1vl games happening at the same time or they can playa 2v2 0
or 3v3. •

A ti ity D·

Scrimmage 2v2 or 3v3



Practice Plan

I Age Group: __ U 6 _
WEEK #6

Theme: --------------~~~~~----------------REVIEW

C IVI iagram
1st Activity (warm-up) Hunters and Rabbits/ Moves o 0 0
All the players run around in a rectangle at random. The coach with a O. 0
soccer ball starts as a hunter. The hunter tries to tag rabbits with the LO 0soccer ball (knee high to avoid injuries). When rabbits are tagged they 0
become a hunter and help tag other rabbits 0

0Move ofthe Day: Stop & Start

20d Activity Goal Chase • .O~The coach sets up several small goals or gates (two cones a yard apart) • 0
inside a larger area. There should be at least one or two more gates • 0 •than there are players. Have the players start running around; on the .-
coaches signal the players try to run through as many gates as possible, • 0 •keeping track of how many. Play for 30 seconds at a time. • 0 • • •Progressions: Do the Pull back and/or step over when get to the Goals.

3ru Activity Shark in the middle C 0 ~

The game takes place in a rectangle; all the players start off on one side 8-----. O----.O~
of the rectangle and try to get to the other side with a soccer ball and

0shoot in goal. Coach starts as a shark to defend the other players as •they try to get to the other side. Players that loses the ball becomes a •shark also. o •
Progressions: Make them use certain moves to go around Crabs.

4th Activity Fast break Attack! Shooting

The game takes place in a rectangle (WITH GOALS AT THE END);

I .- -I~Players line up by the goals on both sides off the field. On coaches
signal player will dribble and shoot as fast can. First player to score •gets an extra point. Coaches should give signal every time they go.
Progressions: You can use to Crabs (Defenders) to make players use ( r X X ~
moves.

5th Activity (the game) Number Game 0 <,Two teams of equal numbers stand at either end of a 25 x 18 yard field 0
D

of play. Give each player a number. Coach sends in a ball and calls cJ I~out a number and that number from each end goes onto the field and

~

plays l vl.
Progressions: Change numbers after a while so they play against

0
D

different players. Call multiple numbers from each side so there are a
~couple of 1v 1 games happening at the same time or they can playa 2v2 0or 3v3. -

A ti ity

Scrimmage 2v2 or 3v3



Practice Plan

I Age Group: __ V 6 _
WEEK #7

Theme: ...:.RE=-VI~E"_'W_'__ _

Activity Diagram
1st Activity (warm-up) Hunters and Rabbits/ Moves o 0 0
All the players run around in a rectangle at random. The coach with a O. 0
soccer ball starts as a hunter. The hunter tries to tag rabbits with the La 0soccer ball (knee high to avoid injuries). When rabbits are tagged they 0
become a hunter and help tag other rabbits 0

0Move of the Day: Stop & Start

2M Activity Goal Chase • r,The coach sets up several small goals or gates (two cones a yard apart) • 0
inside a larger area. There should be at least one or two more gates • 0 •than there are players. Have the players start running around; on the .-coaches signal the players try to run through as many gates as possible, • 0 •keeping track of how many. Play for 30 seconds at a time. • 0 • • •Progressions: Do the Pull back and/or step over when get to the Goals.

3rd Activity Shark in the middle C a ~

The game takes place in a rectangle; all the players start off on one side ~::r---.O-----.O~
of the rectangle and try to get to the other side with a soccer ball and

~

shoot in goal. Coach starts as a shark to defend the other players as •they try to get to the other side. Players that loses the ball becomes a •shark also. a •
Progressions: Make them use certain moves to go around Crabs.

4th Activity Fast break Attack! Shooting

The game takes place in a rectangle (WITH GOALS AT THE END);

I .- -I~Players line up by the goals on both sides off the field. On coaches
signal player will dribble and shoot as fast can. First player to score •gets an extra point. Coaches should give signal every time they go.
Progressions: You can use to Crabs (Defenders) to make players use ( I X I ,-
moves.

5th Activity (the game) Number Game

~'~Two teams of equal numbers stand at either end of a 25 x 18 yard field 0
of play. Give each player a number. Coach sends in a ball and calls I~out a number and that number from each end goes onto the field and c:I

~

plays Ivl.
Progressions: Change numbers after a while so they play against D
different players. Call multiple numbers from each side so there are a 0 hDcouple of 1v 1 games happening at the same time or they can playa 2v2 0or 3v3. -
Scrimmage 2v2 or 3v3


